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Massgchusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridece 39, lizss.

Department of M.thematices July 2, 1958.

Dear D— KXos~—"

Professor Wiener will be at the
International School of Physics, Villa
Monestarn- V-~enna. Italy. until the end of
Julv.

to hi
. am

LeLillAbo

forwarding your letter of June 24th

T-=- =2incerely yours,

Ruth Goodwin
"inistrative Assistant

1G :hb



Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge 39, Mass.
Department ~~ Mathematics

July 2, 1953

Mr. Peter F. lacNellage
¢/o Psychology Department
Canterbury University
Christchurch
New Zealar=

Dear ''r

~

nresent tir
&gt;, T.T. nnt

Th Am

“rr Yienap ‘3 in Italy at the
"7 vm An noi expect him back at

~ + ~f September.

{ 2~ not sur- -hether he has reprints
of the Fawley recture. ji will hold your letter
of June 19th for his attention when he returns.

Vary sincerely yours,

Ruth Goodwin
Administrative Assistant

1G: hb



MeMmpHIS ApuLT EpucaTioN CENTER
SouTHWESTERN CaMpus—2000 NorTH PARKWAY

MempraIS 12. TENNESSEE

Professor Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

We wish to invite you to pay a visit to the campus of Southwestern

at Memphis in March, 1959, to participate in two programs, the first
on Tuesday evening March 10 and the other on Wednesday morning
March 11.

The first is in connection with a lecture series planned by the

college bearing the general title "The American Style". You may be
familiar with the Spring, 1958, issue of Daedalus, the Journal of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, which was devoted to the
theme, '""The American National Style!'. Our series will use a similar
approach but will attempt to cover certain aspects of American life not
dealt with in the Daedalus articles. Among the topics to be covered will
bé'a general introduction to the concept of American style; the South as
it moves from regionalism into the mainstream of national life; the

American style in business and industry; American power and diplomacy;
American values: the arts in America.

We feel that the key lecture in this series will be the one we want you
to deliver, "The Machine and Human Beings.! For generations now
we have made the machine central to our lives; and if there is a distinctive

American style, it must be linked with the machines that make our

industrial and economic system what it is. The impact of automation,
the role of cybernetics, the relationship of man to the machine -- these
are matters that demand our most thoughtful consideration, We believe
that no man in America can help us as you can in making this key lecture
a significant experience for those who attend.

This lecture is planned, as indicated above, for Tue sday evening,
March 10, 1959. It will be opened to the public, without charge, South-
western has for a decade sponsored lectures and study-discussion groups



in the liberal arts through its Adult Education Center, and nearly 2, 000
registered in various non-credit courses during the past year.

On Wednesday morning, March 11, we would like for you to speak
informally, using the same address if you wish, to about twenty-five
dusiness men enrolled in our Institute for Executive Leadership. For
three years we have sought to make better business executives in

Memphis by a year-long study of the liberal arts, Incidentally, R. G.
Gustavson and Harlow Shapley spoke to these business leaders in our
[nstitute during the past vear.

May I now try to encourage your favorable consideration of our

request with a few modest inducements. First, there will be no formal

paper for you to write, and you may use something you have already
published if you wish, In short, we do not plan to print any proceedings
&gt;r distribute any mimeographed copies of addresses, Second, airlines
schedules to Memphis are good; one American Airlines flight leaving
Boston at 10:00 A.M. arrives here at 3:15 P, M, Third, we will take
care of all of your travel and related expenses and in addition pay an
honorarium of $300, 00. Finally, may I mention that I have one friend
of long standing who is a colleague of yours, Professor W. T. Martin.

Please let us hear from vou at your convenience,

Very truly yours,

Granville D., Davis
Executive Director
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July 3, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Trchnology
Cambridge, Maesrachuertts

D~-—" 7 ~ror Wier-—

We wish to invite you to pay a viait to the campus of Southwestern
at Memphis in March, 1959, to participate in two programs, the first
on Tuesday evening }/&gt;~-" 0 and the other on We~~~~4~y morning
March 11.

The first is in connection with a lecture ~--*- - ~lanned by the

college bearing the general title "The Ame~‘~an Style". You may be
familiar with the Spring, 1958, issue of Daedalus, the Journal of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, which was devoted to the
theme, '"The American National Style", Cur series will use a similar
approach but will attempt to cover certain aspects of American life not
dealt with in the Daedalus articles, Among the topics to be covered will
"~ a general introduction to the concent of Am~rican style; the South a:
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in the liberal arts through its Adult Education Center, and nearly 2,000
registered in various non-credit courses during the pa# year.

On Wednesday morning, March 11, we would like for you to speak
Informally, useing the same address if you wish, to about twenty-five
business men enrolled in our Institute for Executive Leadership. For
three years we have sought to make better business executives in
Memphis by a year-long study of the liberal arts, Incidentally, R. G.
Gustavson and Harlow Shapley spoke to these business leaders in our
[nstitute during the past year.

May 1 now try to encourage your favorable consideration of our
request with a few modest inducements. First, there will be no formal
paper for you to write, and you may use something you have already
published if you wish, In short, we do not plan to print any proceedings
or distribute any mimeographed copies of addresses, Second, airlines
schedules to Memphis are good; one American Airlines flight leaving
Boston at 10:00 A. M. arrives here at 3:15 P, M, Third, we will take
care of all of your travel and related expenses and in addition pay an
honorarium of $300,00, Finally, may I mention that I have one friend
of long standing who is a colleague of yours, Professor W. T. Martin.

"fo v==~ from vou at your ¢
“gp.
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UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE

LOUISVILLE 8, KENTUCKY

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Ju y 7, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Mathematics
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Please accept my genuine thanks for the pleasure
your splendid speech at Wabash College has afforded me.
You may be sure my copy of that speech will have wide
~3rculation here at the University of Louisville.

With best regards,

W Ad Aan 18 ranman
Nilliam S. Bowmer

NSB/sg
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\SSOCIATED PRESS

\UDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

The

Laconia Evening Citizen
CITIZEN PUBLISHING HousE

18 BEACON STREET

_ACONIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
TTA G. GALLAGHER, PRESIDENT

:DWARD J. GALLAGHER, TREAS.

July 8, 195¢&amp;

Dear Dr. Wiener, --

We shall have our Laconia Evening Citizen Authors!
Tea Thursday afternoon, July 24, at two o'cleck in the
Martha Prescott Auditorium of the new addition to the
Laconia Public Library. We would like very much to have
you and Mrs, Wiener with us that afternoon.

Could you both join us for luncheon at one o'cleck
at the Laconia Tavern?

Cordially,

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Sandwich, N.H.

}
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“Pe 2rwin uWeCanham
voston Hass,

=4Q HKiveralde Drive
HeXe 25 July 12th,1958

Dear Sir Ly chsnes 1listensd to your irisfing Session
tnd was surprised to learn of your coneern
tbout our complacency in the face of Russian threats,

You resllze that many of tha issues dlssussed
rested upon the proposition that matter oxiasts snd rnossesses
propertles,in the esse of ursndum,potentially lethal onss.
To this pro osition theopsrationsof such institutions cs MIT
end Hervard sre dedlested,

4 our country 1s to be helped,if we sare
to train the breins of our young psople,so thst in the crucial
yeurs ahead we cesn developh our defenses +15 rust be through
the effective spplications of the diselirlines of the selences,

1et to these beale assumptions the Christisn
Selence Church # snds opposed and thus hempera our country,
Teke the matter of orgsnizetion which you raissd.in effeotive
orgenlzation would imply not only the prepzration ind motilie
zation of our physiezl resources,but of our masdicel onas, too,
Lives might be saved by the prompt dlzgnosis end trestment
of leukemia sfter fulleout,bloocd-binks must be sssembled
end Doctors,during long yeesrs,trsinsd.Yet hors egaln pur
church,st our most oruclsl moment,onposes =1l this on the
ground thst there 1s no mutter,

Une 1llustration of your frustrstion of our
sfforts 1s the passage of the 1980 K,Y., 3Tate Law forbidding
the tesghing of the germ theory of dlsesse to Chriatiun Seisnce
students, (There 1s no lsuksmis after fall-oud,only error)
#@ need strong minds in strong bodles,yet after its impressive
specess, you refuse the injection of salk vsoeeina, Cen you
lmsging the embarrsssment of the distinguished Profs. who
gave cshet to your program,if they were told th-t some sspect
of their Instruoctlonesnd I dont know whut they tesch-was fortiddsal

In the fece of our dangsr it waa dlstressing
to note your complaeency when you asked psnel members questions
knowing that their repliss must imnly &amp; vslid eriticiasm
of your own opposition to the develonmsnt of our natlonsl
defenses through ® mplate scientific training.

Sines you ssksad for lsattars may I suggest
a3 future toplea«" Doss or doss not Christin Selence hamper
our crogress visevis Hussia?” Y In the light of the recent
Uov't., report aout iRussien edugation, how do Chr. He. schools
help us?""Cen our study of physicsl seisnces thrive if eny
segment be Hrbhidden to cup students”

fours truly

Moreus Al lieymin,



P,0,Deccan Gymthana
Poona L3INDIA/July 9,1958,

Dear Horbert,

Your devartmental assistent writes that my letter of June 2h

has been forwarded to vour Italien address,valid till the end of

Julv.In case it does not reach vou,the essential was a textbook

reference which would settle the point vou raised ebout conversenr

and absolute convercence of the Dirichlet series in the half-nlane

~iven convercence on a certain vortion of the real axis.The recult

is that if San’ converses for s=s_,it must converse throu~h-

out the half-plane to the right of £,,and uniformly in any closed

half=-plane(excluding the point at infinitv,naturally) within that

1 myself raised the question whether ay series (1) converged

rrHrk PosetaGiTey
bevond @§ =X/2.It does not,as is easily provedsI have been trving

to deal directly with the series,with your methods &gt; almost per-. Ageyed
iodic functions xc.The difficulty is that the mean value for my

series (1) can be shown to exist as the sun Fal/n°C but to con-

rlude from that that the function renresented is recular,or that

the series itself converses Tow 0 &gt; 1/2 would mean reversine

the “novrn theoreme fand that iz not in eceneral permliscesible,as

vou can see from the zeta-function series itself which has a
AR - * wr roed ) “2
ters mean value 2s above but divereses for ¢ =1.

—-n will let me have your considersd opinion as =oor

as convenlent.You will see how much depends uvon it.

I hon-
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THE FAMILY SERVICE OF CHESTER COUNTY

300 SOUTH HIGH STREET

WEST CHESTER. PENNSYLVANIA PHONES:
4900

OWEN 6- 4 4901
4902

MELVIN N. BRENNER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

July 1h, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridze 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

My readings, rudimentary at best, in the field of cybernetics, lead me to
speculate that there may be a direct relationship between that field and
the field of social work, in certain aspects of the theory and inquiry per-
formed in both, Communication and control in the human being are certainly
at the very heart of social casework, which is directed at assisting the
individual and the family to solve problems of a psychological and socio-
logical nature.

Even a cursory look at the fundamentals of the two fields, indicates, it
would seem, a number of areas in which sharing of information, experience
and ideas might serve to advance the work of all concerned.

The conception of "feed back", for example, appears to be an excellent way
to describe the general adjustive pattern of an individual's performance,
regarding his progress or retrogression, and I believe this perspective can
have most valuable results in practical help to social work clients, On
the other hand, social workers have a wealth of experience concerning people
who are "malfunctioning", alone or in groups, in all kinds of environments,
and concerning the effects upon this malfunctioning of various helping
techniques, Patterns of behavior in psychotic individuals, for example, may
yield, to a communications and control viewpoint, certain illuminating sug-
gestions. Behavior involving hallucinations, in particular, impress me as a
potential key to the understanding of sensory and perception functioning in
both the abnormal and normal person, and I have often wondered whether this
behavior may not be described in both psychological and organic or mechanical
terms.

My main purpose in writing to you is to establish contact, so to speak. It
would be most helpful for me to know the nature of other contacts so far, if
any, between social work and cybernetic groups, and whether you see possible
value in such meetings. What readings do you suggest for social workers?
Are there regular publications devoted to cybernetics and how can these be
obtained? (This last information is only partially available from a nearby

am library). Are there regular meetings of any kind for those in-

A RED FEATHER SERVICE

FOUR UNTIEDFUNDSIFT



Professor Norbert Wiener  pb

terested in cybernetics, and am I, as a director of a social casework
agency, eligible to attend or participate in such meetings?

I hope that my inquiry is appropriate and not inconveniencing. Your suge-
gestions and recommendations will be most appreciated, If you wish further
information from me, please do not hesitate to request it,

Very trulv yours.

Melvin N, Brenner
txecutive Director

MNBsack



ADDRESS OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS TO

THE SECRETARY OF STATE

‘WASHINGTON 25. D.C.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTONoN 7 2uD 2

Su alll

In reply refer to
P:EWC

July 1k, 1958

Dear Dr. Wiener:

[ should like to thank you for graciously giving your time tc
the group of Soviet automation specialists who visited the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology on June 19, 1958.

You asked, during the discussion, that the head of the Soviet
Delegation, Mr. M. A. Lesechko, Deputy Chairman of the U.S.S.R.
Gosplan, transmit your greetings to the members of the U.S.S.R.
Academy of Sciences, particularly those working in your field, and
suggest an exchange of information. He, however, preferred that
you yourself write directly to your counterparts s Who are well
acquainted with your work.

The President of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences at Moscow
is Dr. Aleksandr N. Nesmeyanov. The gentlemen Mr. Iesechko
mentioned as planning to come to the United States in the fall s
I learned on my return to my office, had been here last month
and has already returned to the U.S.S.R. He is Professor A. A.
Dorodnitsyn end may be addressed at the U.S.S.R. Academy of
Sciences at Moscow, of which he is a member. Together with three
colleagues, he attended the Special Summer Conference on Digital
Computers and Data Processors held at Ann Arbor under the direction
of Dr. John W. Carr III, President of the Association of Computing
Machinery and Assistant Professor of Mathematics at the University
of Michigan.

Other experts in the field of cybernetics as you undoubtedly
know are Drs. Ernst Kelman, S. L. Sebolev, A. I. Kitov, and A. A.
Lyapunov, all of them with the Institute of Precision Mechanics
end Calculating Techniques, U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. Also,
Professor L. V. Krushinsky of the Biology Department of Moscow State
University was described in the publication The New Scientist of
March 13, 1958, as being the discoverer of a new type of reflex
which seems to lend itself to operational enalysis.

 A
LL T

Professor N. Wiener,
Department of Mathematics,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.



If I can be of assistance in any other way, please do not
hesitate to call on me.

Sincerely yours,

Mo OancrtugyEllen Gavrishkff
Rast-West Contacts Staff
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FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS
1805 H STREET, N. W., WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE NATIONAL B-5818

July 15, 195C

Dear Sir:

We request your advice on an unusual project — the
founding of a United Nations University.

It is often said that the paramount challenge facing
mankind is to learn how to prevent war. We believe that a
significant long-range contribution toward this goal could
be made by an international university with a faculty and
student body as representative as possible of the entire
world.

As we envision such a university, it would embrace all
academic fields. Instruction would be on the graduate level,
at least at first, and special emphasis would be placed upon
cooperative research in the social sciences, the natural
sciences, and the humanities.

Enclosed is a brief outline of some of the problems
involved in founding such a university, and some preliminary
thoughts on how these problems might be attacked. We hope
to promote a much more thorough study by qualified scholars
representing a wider varlety of academic fields and national
backgrounds. Financial support for such a thorough study
might be obtained from either the United Nations or one of
the private foundations.

CWO
We would greatly appreciate your reply to the following

questions:

L Do you think that it would be worthwhile to
undertake a thorough study as outlined above?

2 Do you have any general or specific suggestions,
criticisms or comments on the enclosed report?

Sincerely yours,

Evan (TF Moore
Evan 0. Kane, Chairman
FAS Committee for a
United Nations University

affiliations listed for
Off cers 10357- 58 identification only

“aur M. Doty, Chairman
- Harvard University

ans A. Berne, Vice-Chairman
- Cornell University

PauL F. ZwerreL, Secretary
- Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory

“urisTIAN B. ANmNsEN, Treasurer
WY wivimal Tviaritsspas wb Yandel

18 Sherwood Lane, Burnt Hills,
r Eph TY

T vo.
¥ rf Fx “&amp; on

Executive Committee
CrrisTiAN B. ANFINSEN

Hans A. BeTHE

Paur M. Doty

M. STANLEY LivINGSTON

CuarLes C. Price

DANIEL STEINBERG
eae TT Tenrmrper

Advisory Panel
Hans A. Berne K. F. Meyer

Eowin G. Boring J. R. OPPENHEIMER
Watson Davis Oscar K. Rice

James FRANCK HarLOW SHAPLEY
Hupson HoacrLanD ZyriL S. Smit

“uarire C, LAURITSEN  20BERT S. STON®
¥ cigs gr



PROPOSAL TO STUDY THE FOUNDING

OF A

ONITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY

Prepared by the FAS Committee

for a United Nations University

18 Sherwood Lane, Burnt Hills, N.Y.

E.0. Kane, Chairman

M.D.
F.S.
W.B.
b.G.
W.M.
R.S.
W.
F.N.

Fiske
Ham
Jones, Jr.
Pincus
Richards
Rochlin
Roth
Thurston

July, 1958
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IL. PURPOSE OF THE UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY

There are a great many universities already in existence

throughout the world. Perhaps no other institution has contri-

buted more to the great body of knowledge and culture which 1s

so Indispensable to the proper functioning of the highly organized

and interdependent civilization in which we live today. Although

all the great universities are associated with individual natlons,

there is probably no national institution which has a more inter-

national character. The vision and idealism of university thinkers

have habitually transcended narrow national self-interest. Large

numbers of foreign students are regularly in attendance in most

of the major universities. In spite of the excellence of existing

universities, the authors of the present report believe that a

United Nations University would offer a number of unique advantages.

We have in mind a large university embracing all intellec-

tual fields with a faculty and student body chosen to be represen-

tative of the entire world. We envision the instruction to be on

the graduate level, at least initially, and we attach equal

significance to the research and the teaching functions.

We hope that the United Nations University will both

symbolize and serve to implement mankind's universal desire to

eliminate the scourge of war, which clearly threatens to destroy

our present civilization. We feel that the time is overripe for

a major cooperative effort to seek out all posslble means of

reducing international tensions, to discover ways of reconclling

conflicting ideologies, and to bulld those international



institutions which will be required to insure a Just and peaceful

world, A United Nations University could perform a central func-

cion in this task. |

We feel that an international university is a logical

place to conduct research on problems which affect the whole

world. In the natural sciences a few such problems are:

applying nuclear energy to supply the power needs of world-wide

industrialization; increasing agricultural ylelds to feed the

andernourished millions; and checking the natural tendency of

populations to expand beyond their food supply. Research of

this kind can be done in national universities of course, but

the countries which would benefit most from such research can

least afford 1t.

Research in the social sciences would be greatly assisted

by the polycultural environment of the university. Social

scientists have often pointed out the difficulty of escaping the

limitations on thelr thinking which result from living entirely

within a given culture. They have frequently suggested internation-

al institutes as a means of partially overcoming these barriers.

The role of the social sciences in building a peaceful world

is not easy to predict. We do not feel justified in hoping for

"magic formulae" which will solve major world problems. We do feel

that even present knowledge could be better utilized if statesmen

more frequently consulted social scientists. A United Natlons

University could serve as a source of experts whose national bias

sould be reduced to a minimum,

Another function of a United Nations University might lle

Ln the area of helping to resolve the East-West ideological conflict.

A United Nations University could serve as a kind of "neutral

ground" where scholars from both sides of the Iron Curtain could

discover what their ideologies have in common and what points lead

to friction. Present cultural exchange programs are also helpful

in this respect, but a United Nations University would provide a

more intimate and prolonged association of highly qualified

people. Thus 1t would serve as a useful supplement to other

cultural exchange programs.

The educational potentialities of a United Nations Univer-

sity are very great. The number of people whose work involves

some aspect of international relations is already large and 1s

certain to grow even larger as the world becomes ever more

unified and interdependent. A period of advanced study at a

United Nations University would be particularly helpful to such

people. Students in the social sciences would derive special

benefit from thelr contacts with a large number of other cultures.

Students from the less developed nations which lack adequate

facllities for granting advanced degrees in many fields, could

attend the United Nations University without experiencing the

feelings of inferiority and "not belonging" attendant upon study

in a foreign country.

We feel that the above arguments strongly suggest the

desirability of founding a United Nations University. We hope

that a considerably more extensive study by a group of highly

qualified experts will be undertaken in the near future.



[I. AUSPICES FOR THE FURTHER STUDY OF THE UNITED NATIONS
UNIVERSITY PROPOSAL

The present study was undertaken by the members of the

United Nations University Committee of the Federation of American

Scientists. The members of the committee are not experts in

many of the fields important to the functioning of a university.

Furthermore the committee members were able to devote only a very

limited effort to the present study. It was hoped merely to out-

line some of the problems that would be involved and to indicate

whether the project was at all feasible.

The present authors believe that a full-scale study of the

problems and rewards of founding a United Nations University would

be a worthwhile undertaking.

It is felt that the members of the full-scale study group

should represent all the areas involved in the university as well

as providing for an equitable distribution from the geographical

and cultural areas of the world. Perhaps these experts could be

most easily selected and assembled under United Nations auspices.

The cost of the study would probably be of the order of a few

hundred thousand dollars, which might be provided either by the UN

or one of the private foundations.

[TI. TENTATIVE SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ORGANIZATION OF THE
UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY

A. Size and Location

We contemplate that the United Natlons University would

accommodate from.one thousand to ten thousand students, with an

annual operating budget of between ten million and 100 million

dollars. The cost of the initial physical plant would probably

be from ten million to one hundred million dollars. This would

make 1t comparable in size to many of the world's leading

aniversities.

Naturally the university would start out relatively small

and grow larger in the directions dictated by experience. The

beginnings should nof be too small, however, or first class

faculty and students could not be attracted to it.

In determining both size and location it should be borne

in mind that ultimately it may be desirable to have several branches

of the UN University located in different geographical areas.

Some of the factors which might affect the choice of loca-

tion of a UN University include the following:

1. The stability of the host nation's government.

2. Political neutrality between East and West.

3. The possibilityofinternationalizingthe territory

on which the university would be located.

4, The language of the host nation.

Switzerland seems to be an obvious choice, but many other possi-

bilities deserve consideration.

3. Finances

The ma jor sources of possible revenue for the University

include:

1. Tuition

2. Gifts from private individuals and foundations

3. Contributions from the United Nations

4. Contributions from national governments

[In 1950 private universities in the United States raised

an average of 58% of their operating expenses from tuition. The



UN University could not exceed this figure and remaln competitive

with other universities. Since an important purpose of the

gniversity is to assist students from underdeveloped countries,

it would appear that tuition should supply considerably less than

58% of operating expenses.

To raise a substantial amount of money from gifts would

require an extensive fund-raising organization. It would be

especially difficult to get started on this basis.

The United Nations budget for 1957 was 51 million dollars,

exclusive of the specialized agencies. Since the proposed budget

for the UN University is tentatively thought of as lying in the

range from 10 to 100 million dollars it seems impractical to

finance it as a part of the United Nations budget.

A large part of the university's plant and operating

budget may have to come directly from the member governments of

the United Nations. One way to help insulate the UN University

from political pressures connected with financial support from

national governments might be to request grants on a five or ten

year guaranteed basis, with the time intervals staggered so that

they do not all come up for review in the same year. Such a plan

would probably meet with difficulty in the United States Congress,

which might refuse to appropriate money for more than one year.

In Great Britain most universities receive more than half

their support from the state. One of the safeguards of academic

freedom there 1s that the money is distributed by a board composed

largely of academic men. This type of safeguard might be adopted,

at least in part, for the UN University.

Financing 1s obviously the most difficult problem in

founding the UN University. However, the costs of a university

are insignificant compared to the 100 billion dollars which the

world spends annually on weapons of mutual destructlon. We hope

the people of the world can be persuaded that extravagant expen-

ditures for war are out of balance compared to constructive

enterprises directed toward peace.

C. Administration

It seems desirable to make the United Nations University

an entirely self-governing unit, with a minimum of political

control from the contributing governments or from the United

Nations. Research by full-time staff members would be determined

by the staff themselves in keeping with the principle of academic

freedom. In addition to non-directed academic research, there

will also be a need for research directed toward specific world

problems. Such work might be done in a variety of institutes.

Some of the institutes would doubtless be set up in parts

of the world remote from the UN University. However, much would

be gained by having a number of these institutes in close proximity

to the university so that members of both groups could easily

consult each other. Since the institutes would work on specific

problems, they might be financed and administered separately from

the university.

A hypothetical administrative setup for the unlversity

is outlined below, purely for illustrative reasons. The model

given was inspired by the example of British universities, which

are governed by thelr faculties:



An organizing Council would be appointed by the

member nations. The U.N, and its specialized agencies

would also be represented on the Council.

The Council would appoint an executive group which

sould then initiate the selection of key faculty and

staff.

The staff at the professorial level would form a

Senate which would formulate academic policy in the

following areas:

a. Allocation of income among the different

categories of expenditure.

Appointment and tenure of academic staff

Curricula

i. Admission and examination of students

Upon granting of tenure, professors would not be

subject to dismissal except through due process and

on grounds only of incapacity or moral turpitude.

The organizing Council might be retained as an

advisory body with powers to make recommendations on

academic policy but not to veto decisions of the

Senate.

D. Language Problem

While it does not seem desirable to operate a multilingual

university, it does seem feasible to operate a bilingual univer-

sity. The University of Ottawa, Canada, operates successfully

both in English and in French. However, an entrance requirement

of facility in one of only two languages would be quite restrictive

0)

since no two languages cover a majority of the population of

the world. According to the World Almanac (1949 figures) the

great language groups include, in order of number of users:

Chinese &amp; dialects 490,000,000

English 320,000,000

Hindi &amp; related
languages 216,000,000

166,000,000

103,000,000

98,000,000
79,000,000

69,000,000

From this table it is seen that a requirement that entering

students be able to speak one of English, Russian, Spanish, or

Chinese would permit a vast majority of likely students to enter

the University. Possibly French should be added since it 1s a

widely used second language.

A possible solution is that entering students would have

fluency in one of four languages with the understanding that

fluency in English or Russian be achieved as quickly as possible.

As many of the large introductory courses as feasible would be

conducted in four languages with the use of translators for large

lectures and one or more small study groups in each of the four

entrance languages. As much course material as possible would be

available in all four languages.

E. The Professional Staff

The professional staff should be selected from within a

broad national quota system so that no national group can domin-

ate the university.



The university should be staffed with the most highly

qualified individuals obtainable. Hence the pay scale should be

competitive with that of any university in the world. Staff

positions would be of two types, tenured and temporary, as they

are in most universities. Tenured positions insure continuity,

which 1s especlally necessary in a self-governing university;

temporary positions help provide freshness of outlook and a flow

of new ldeas. Among the temporary positions, opportunities for

outstanding men to spend sabbatical years would be particularly

desirable.

#. The Student Body

[t is proposed that, at least initially, the selection of

students and areas of study be limited to the graduate level.

An entrance requirement would be a bachelor's degree from an

accredited university, or passing an equivalent examination.

It 1s suggested that nationalistic antagonisms might be

lessened by having students selected and tested by faculty members

of the student's own nationality. This is not a desirable pro-

cedure from the point of view of scholarship, and should not

continue once the university community becomes truly international.

It might be a useful expedient at first, however.

A national quota system for students 1s suggested.

G. Curriculum

It 1s recognized that no universities, even the great omes,

are eminent in all academic fields. It would be foolish to expect

the UN University to differ from the others in this respect. It

is natural to expect the UN University to excel in areas that bear

on international relations. The large numbers of cultures which

are brought together should give a special advantage to the social

sciences and the humanities. It would be unwise toreglect the

natural sciences, however, since they are basic to the highly

technical society in which we live.

a. Natural Sclences

The natural sciences may provide a unifying area of

agreement since there is relatively little opportunity for

ideological differences to create division of opinion.

If the university is to serve in an advisory status

to the United Nations, a group of technical experts in the natural

sclences would be of great value. One important example is the

area of disarmament, since adequate inspection of disarmament

agreements involves many highly technical problems.

The scale of physical research is reaching supranational

proportions. Space exploration is one obvious illustration.

Weather control 1s another possibility. Eventually the United

Nations will probably be asked to exert supervisory functions ir

these areas. Research and technical advice from impartial experts

will be essential to U.N. control agencies.

If military expenditures could be diverted to constructive

enterprises, an age of unprecendented abundance could very soon

be brought about. Virtually every area of the natural sciences

contributes to abolishing poverty by the efficient use of human

effort.

b. Social Sciences

The social studies stand to profit greatly from the

diversity of cultures which would be represented at the United

Nations University. Conversely, research in the social sciences



may ultimately prove extremely valuable in helping statesmen to

find Just and practical political solutions to the-conflicts of

Interest which inevitably set nation against nation and culture

against culture.

Studies of many social problems are now being conducted

under the auspices of UNESCO. For example, the UNESCO Tensions

Project has made a beginning in analyzing the source of tensions

which cause wars. Many of these studies could profit from the

centralized facilities of the UN University. The University would

also provide a higher level of financial support for many

important research projects which need to be pursued more vigor-

ously.

Graduate study in the social sclences could be a most

valuable part of the training of statesmen, diplomats and others

who influence the relations of nations. A United Nations

University would be especially well qualified to offer such a

course of study.

zc. Humanities

The area of the humanities deals with basic values rather

“han technology. If the natural and social sciences give us

the means to live abundantly, we still need from the humanities

the why of living.

The great cultures of the world need to percelve the

common foundation of thelr basic values and to learn to enjoy

rather than to deprecate the features that gve them individuality

and variety. The enlightened internationalist has no wish to see

all men a common shade of grey, nor does he wish to enjoy variety

at the price of poverty, ignorance, disease, and misery. Study

in the humanities 1s clearly essential to a well-rounded curriculum.

H. The Culture Conflict

The formation and early life of a United Nations Univer-

sity is likely to be beset by conflicts arising between people of

different cultural background. A few examples of such conflicts

are listed below:

L. Disagreement is to be anticipated in the teaching

of the social sciences and the humanities. The

nationality of the teacher will influence the

perspective in which he sees historic events.

Economics and politics will be viewed quite differently

by socialists and capitalists.

Differing moral codes may conflict. The relationship

between the sexes differs widely from one culture to

another,

Religious laws and customs may create dissension.

A study of the United Nations might provide information

which would be useful in minimizing the culture conflict.

In teaching controversial subjects it may at first be

necessary to run parallel courses, one for each dissident faction

Where disagreement is not too great, two or more points of view

might be combined in a single course given by several teachers.

We believe that beginning the University on the graduate

level should minimize the seriousness of culture conflicts. The

large numbers of foreign students now enrolled in national

universities indicate that such problems are not insurmountable.



In conclusion, we should like to reemphasilze that the

above suggestions are tentative and preliminary. We recommend

5 much more intensive study of the problems involved in founding

and operating a United Nations University.
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July 17,1988,

Dear Norbert,

[f I may keep pestering. you about the BH: Erdis,in col-

laboration with Turdn and Rényi points out that the method of

»roof will not suffics,if 1 use only the prime number theorem

and the limiting density of orimes oA counter-example 1s easily

sroduced with numbers having the same density,but coming in block

350 that the critical series A) of ny paper diverges,It seems to

ne that this objection can be met,but I shall not say 'easily

net! ,becausce the primes are so tricky,In fact,in previous attempt

 [I used the distribution and the gap theorems,I hove to vatch this

up,but write in the meanwhile just to save trouble,vhen you come

to vour own analysis,In any case,l hove that vou will consider

211 aspects of the anproach,and let me heave vour opinion.

ith best wishes,

fours sincerely
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8;1 Judson Avenue
Evanston, Illinois
July 21, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I have been asgsigned
August 10 a discussion of
Chicago advertising men.

the task of presenting on
Cybernetics to a group of

Wnile they will be interested in the subject per
se, I should like to relate as many principles of
Cybernetics as possible to the problems of mass commun-
ications, and especially, advertising.

I personally see obvious links (i.e., the concept
of feedback), and I can make a stab at discussing other
relationships But I prefer not to grope around, and
it would make the discussion much more valuable to these
men 1f I could present your thinking on this subject
instead.

Any comments--or idea starters-=-you would care to
contribute to this project would be greatly appreciated.
I might add that I've read all I can find on the subject
of Cybernetics, and the group I'll be addressing has
something more than a laymen's familiarity with the
sub jects Therefore, I believe I can assure you that
all concerned will appreciate, understand, and value any
comments you care to make.

Thank you very much for your trouble.

Sincerelv.
 a

LD EAT

~Jack Je Honomichl

Tie i Foo Jo



I'HE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO 37 + ILLINOIS

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

yr dy 21, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Here at last is the paper. I have already mailed a copy to Professor
trenander. I have made it clear to him, however, that you have not seen
the paper and that he should look upon it as tentative.

The difficulty I had mentioned has been circumvented by assuming that
the random functions are essentially bounded. The example I subsequently
sent you has been put to use in 6,5 to show that the result is actually
False under the assumption that the functions are in L_ for all p &gt; l.

hove

Another difficulty arose over the linear independence of the different
products of the random functions. Here too an assumption is needed. The
ne I made in 7.5 can undoubtedly be improved.

I am afraid the paper has become rather long because of the heuristic
remarks in sections 2 = 5. If you don't like this, please do suggest cuts.

I hope you had an interesting trip to Europe. I arrived here a few
jays back and will remain here until the end of the months I will then
sroceed to UCLA.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

p Besemoo
P. Masani

PM/1g
fnclosure



THE ROCHESTER CHAPTER
SOCIETY OF SIGMA XI

July 22, 1958

Room 0-290
THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

ROCHESTER 20, NEW YORK

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

The University of Rochester Chapter of Sigma Xi is planning
its program for the coming academic year (1958-1959) and is pleased
to extend an invitation to you to give a general lecture on a topic
of your own choice. Because our program planning is in its initial
stages, almost any date you wish to suggest would be agreeable.

The Society can pay your expenses and grant an honorarium
of $100.

We are looking forward to hearing from you and hope it will
be possible for you to accept our invitation.

Sincerely,JAA
Aser Rothstein
Secretarv-Treasurer

AR/amp
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY —BELLEVUE MEDICAL CENTER

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
FORMERLY NEW YORK POST-GRADUATE HOSPITAL)

330 SECOND AVENUE, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

SKIN AND CANCER UNIT GRAMERCY 5-1522

July 23, 1958

Ruth S. Goodwin
Administrative Assistant
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Miss Goodwin:

It was very kind of you to give me specific information on what
you knew about Professor Wiener's contribution to the Proceedings
of the Rudolph Virchow Medical Society. Thank you very much for your
letter.

For the Editorial Committee of the Proceedings, I should like to
repeat with all emphasis how urgently the contribution is needed so that
the publishers can finally begin printing that volume (1957)!

Thanking you again most cordially for doing all in your power,

Very sincerely yours,

eT - ”

Franz Herrmann, M.D.

FH:ml
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EDUCATIONAL ADVISER

"QO PARENTS AND SCHOOLS

Jorter Favgent
iI BEACON STREET

 0 oe torre

“DITOR AND PUBLISHER

SARGENT'S HANDBOOKS

5824, 19July 2

Cr. Worbert Viener
 ie Le.
Jambridee. ass.

Tear Dr. Ldener:

At the request of Irof. Uliver L. Leiser, I agreed
to send the Ilrst chiapters of his masnua onus, which is
scheduled for issuance by this ublisiin~ house this
Fall.

eA TIWTLGEADTON C2 BULAN RUC. LLOGE attents on a
oroad canvas to deuark and define a realistic pancrana
&gt;f man's advance and to nose ~ractical prozrans for its
teachin~. DJegivned for lavnen and embracinc a number
of diversent disciplines. +rof. ifeiser has outlined an
anbltious work.

Sigh esteen for you leads him to sugrzest thet gal-
ley ~roof~ o~ sent you. Pola author anc publisher would
oe oreat qd if =r" lanes  fhgee,

Could wou send your comments om aug estions at your
carliest convenience? The entire "tT menuscrivt
7111 be sent over the nec, sew ro. weeks. (0° recuest,
3 stam ed envelone will be sent for retom the gal-
levy cares.
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21 Telegraph Road
Dennisport, Mass.

7-25-58
Prof. Norbert Weiner
U.I.T. Cambridge

Dear Professor:-
I have long made a hobby of mathematics, puzzles

problems, curios etc. and find it more satisfactory than others as

nathematics never lets you down. Any mistake or error is your own.

I have made quite a study of factoring and wondering why I was never

taught how to tell if 7 or 13 vas a factor I soon dug up 3 or 4

gig my own. I have rules for most numbers under 100 by
ising 20 30 40 etc instedd of 10. I mistify friends by giving the

remainder of a sixplace number as we pass a Mass auto. This is

easy, the secret is using 111.

I spent some time factoring numbers made up of a

ones amd then found I was uup ¥he wrong tree, and found a string of

nines gave an answer that I have since found is called a Cylical

number. I had seen 142857 and 0,588,235,294,117,647 in a book of

nath curios and have since found 50 or more. I have devised a

formula for Cylical numbers and find my formiia gives C. numbers for

sther bases as 8 12 16 etc.

Here on Cape Cod there is not one library that has

any scientific books so I am handicapped. So if not taking too much o©

of your valuable time could you tell me of any book or article that

treats of Cylical Numbers, and where I could get a copy?? If not 1

night write my findings in this field (with your help) for M.I.T.

Thanking you for your trouble, I am

Yours truly
Lr

75 Za,

Arthur Bellamy, rite B.S.

and M.I.T. 1906
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FIELD ENTERPRISES
EDUCATIONAL CORPORATION
MARSHALL FIELD, Jr.,CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

THE WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA

=DITORIAL DEPARTMENT

AERCHANDISE MART PLAZA

THICAGO 54, ILLINOIS

July 25, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Road
3elmont, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Ne are coming to you at this time with an important educational
pro ject which we believe you will find both interesting and
challenging.

Perhaps you are already familiar with one of our publications,
the 19-volume, 10,500-page WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA. This widely-
known reference work is a family encyclopedia published by Mr.
farshall Field for the use of young people, parents, teachers,
librarians, and businessmen. More people buy THE WORLD BOOK
than any other reference work. It is approved by educational
authorities of all states for use in our schools.

The members of our Editorial Advisory Board include nationally
and internationally known educators. Among the more than 1,600
outstanding WORLD BOOK contributors are Andre Maurois, author
and member of the French Academy; Dr. Allan Nevins, historian;
General Carl Spaatz; Dr. Wernher Von Braun: Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen: and Justice William O. Dourlas.

Since THE WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA was first published, we have
kept abreast of developments in all fields of knowledge by
adding new articles as they are needed and by revising articles
already in the encyclopedia. We invite you to write and revise,
respectively the articles listed on the Agreement Card.

Ne are enclosing a tearsheet of the Cybernetics article as it
now appears in THE WORLD BOOK. This is to be revised as nec-

essary. We are also enclosing manuscript paper for your use.
The textlines on the manuscript paper correspond generally to



Page 2,

the printed lines in the finished copy. Please sign the manu-
seript in the place stamped on each sheet. We are also enclos-
ing some "Suggestions to Contributors,” which are based on our
past experience in meeting the reference needs of those who use
the encyclopedia.

We are enclosing an Agreement Card in duplicate for your con-
sideration. The duplicate is for your own records. This card
indicates the deadline and the honorarium proposed for the work
involved. If this meets with your approval, please sign the
original and return it along with the filled-in Contributor
Card in the small envelope enclosed. It is important that the
information on the Contributor Card be accurate and complete,
so that your name will be correctly listed at the end of each
of your articles and also with the other contributors at the
beginning of Volume "A" of THE WORLD BOOK. We also are en-
closing several Source Cards on which you should indicate the
sources you have used in working on the articles.

If anything is not completely clear to you do not hesitate to
get in touch with us. This, we are confident, is a challenging
assignment, and we feel strongly that you will be making a
valuable contribution to the education of young people. We
nope that you will be able to accept our invitation, and that
ve will hear favorably from you.

Sincerely vours,

FIELD ENTERPRISES
EDUCATIONAL CORPORATION

DCW:vw
Enc.

David C. OC Ala
Managing Editor
THE WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA

£5 oan ~
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BROWN UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE 12, RHODE ISLAND

july 30, 1958

br. rr. Maseni,

Department of ilathematics,
iniversity of Chicago,
“hicago 37, Ill.

ear Dr. Masani:s

thank you for the manuscript, which I was very happy to receive
a few days ago. vince you wanted ne to treat the manuscript as tentative,

[ vill nct send it to the printer untill 1 have hear: from. you again.

I do not think there is any need to omit the sections in the text

that you hsve marked. Feossibly one should leave out the list of contents of

the first page for reason of uniformity with the other papers in the book.

“he upper iimit should be x probably in the first integral helow

Theorem 6.5.

Should it be mentioned that the optimal linear predictor can he

introduces by minimizing a mean square error in anslogy with the linear case 7

Perbaps it would also be nice to have a workea out example of ‘an optim:l

non-linear predictor.
I an sending a copy of this letter to Professor Wiener.

Sincerely yours,

J1f Grenander



GENERAL3ELECTRIC
COMPANY

HANFORD ATOMIC PRODUCTS OPERATION

HANFORD LABORATORIES OPERATION . . RICHLAND, WASHINGTON . , TELEPHONE 2-1111

July 31, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I am writing you to explore the possibility of your addressing a colloquium for
the Hanford technical and scientific staff sometime this fall or winter.

While in past years we have had a fair nuuber of outside speakers address
various relatively small groups of our science staff, we have only recently
inaugurated a program of science colloquia for the entire Hanford technical and
scientific staff. We believe it will be thoroughly worth while to have out-
standing leaders in science visit us to talk about Fields not necessarily
restricted to our daily work here. Because of ‘the many fields represented by
our staff, an address of general scientific interest would be as suitable as

one of &amp; highly specialized nature. If you can speak to us, your subject can
appropriately be totally of your choosing.

We have had two speakers in this program to date: Dr. Hans H. Ussing, Professor
of Zoophysiology of the University of Copenhagen, Denmark, who spoke on
"Mechanisms of Ion Transport’ and Dr. Willism &amp;. Meyer, U.S. Army psychiatrist.
who spoke on "Bducational Principles of Communist Indoctrination. Dr. Henry
Byring, Dean of the Graduate School and Professor of Chemistry at the
University of Utah will address the staff in early October. We expect our
audiences will be as many as 600 for popular subjects of general interest and
perhans 200-300 for more specific technical topics.

We hold the colloquia at 7:45 pm in the auditorium of one of the Richland
schools or in a small theatre available to us. Any weekday evening other than
Fricavy is suitable.

Lf you come to address us, we shall be glad to defray your expenses connected
with the visit. In addition we can offer you &amp;n honorarium of $100.

If our invitation strikes you favorably, I shall appreciate your suggesting some
tentative dates, say, in the period September to February, excepting October.
Perhaps you have other reasons to be in the West during these months. and could
pay us a visit while you are out this wav.

. PRIME CONTRACTOR FOR THE U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
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We hope that if you come to Hanford you will be able to spend a full day with
us so that we can show you some of our laboratory facilities and work.

We shall hope to hear from you that you can be cur gues
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